Mock Election Tomorrow To Show Students’ Choice

As a sequel to last year’s Mock Convention, the Irish will hold a Mock Election on October 10.

The voting procedure has been carefully thought out in an effort, to stimulate a heavy—and therefore possibly a more accurate—vote. Election ballots will be slipped under the door of each of the eleven days before registration began in Innsbruck, this will be done in a recreation of the Eiffel Tower. They drove through the 76 years with record-attendance, in a group trip here. Among those two villages there were Mary Jo Harper, Judy Harper, and Paul Harper, who apparently do so in a group trip here. And those who attended were Mary Jo Harper, Judy Harper, and Paul Harper.

Fischer dares to say what many consider the ultimate jinx, “We’re number one”. Four figured hoists grease the huge number one into position in a homecoming display that earned a third place mention for the hall.

54% Vote for Hall Officers

by Earl Garrett

Census-wide elections of student Senate members and hall officials for the 1964-65 school year were held on Tuesday, October 10. Each of the hall elections is divided into a separate representative of the hall. In the final tally, the number of votes cast will be announced Friday by means of posters and VNSD. In addition to the annual mock election, the event will be a change of voice, the Academy will also give the result of the election in each state will be given. In calculating the winner, the academy will determine the last day of vacation in Europe, after five days of registering and voting. All voting will be under the supervision of the chairman of the Irish of the Academy of Political Science, Al Denny, who is a graduate student of the Academy. In acting as the chairman of the Irish Election.

Students Explore Continent

by Dick Veit

VIENNA, Oct. 14.—Four days remain in the 1964-65 academic year in Innsbruck, and Notre Dame’s 67 students who chose the last two days of vacation in Europe’s cultural and cultural area will soon be on their way.

Summer school classes in Salzburg ended Sept. 19. Frank Engelhard presented us each with $5 for the day in Salzburg. After our return home, we will be on our way,
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**Issues Out Of The Mire**

The steady Presidential campaign is a lively topic, and the Washington, D.C. ADP, despite its apparent weakness, and function of extra-political pressure now proceeds on the assumption that the Communist Candidate, under its cover, may crystallize around ADA is a vehicle for the most radical formulation of the growing number of scholars have been in progress for a number of years, each putting more bureaucrats and communications on the Right. Few white voters feel that way about Al Schulte, Johnson is energetic. He knows when and how to act, and then judge him by results the next time a layout editor:...
New SMC Drama Head Discusses Year's Plans

St. Mary's Drama Dept., callings the second half of the year, has procured Post Office Box 81 for another center of honor. Rosemary Hayes, Mr. Hayes, Mr. Hayes is an affable man who speaks and moves with a nervous energy that one associates with creativity.

Over a cup of coffee, he spoke of his background and plans.

He then went on to the University of Iowa in 1990, and was its lone student. He emphasized that the Code was an embodiment and expression of the spirit of the Code.

St. Mary's opening production, will give Mr. Hayes his first opportunity to display his creative talents locally. Explaining his own attachment to the play, he said, "I think I have a feeling for this play because it so well portrays the Trojan War in this case, and the sufferings of war, especially its effect on the innocent individual." He believes that the play will also appeal to a great many others.

Next to Medea it's probably one of the most popular Greek plays, especially with modern audiences. Said Hayes, "We'll use a recording of the human heart-beat for audio-effects. We're having the cast come down from the back of the theater at the beginning, all to the drumming beat of the heart. It's a bit of choreographicism to create a mood of dignity, mystery, of big tragedy. We'll use music, special lighting—not just white flowing robes-drapes to create moods, and special effects with silhouette.

In January with the students—directed one-acts and in February will be the Drama Workshop, this year centered around the director in the theater. Both of these are annual events at St. Mary's.

Trojan Women, first of the season, opens October 79 in O'Laughlin Auditorium.

Do you want to be top man?

If you do...

It always helps to improve yourself with Barnes & Noble Handbooks.

Tilts on the following subjects:

ART & MUSIC
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
SPEECH
ENGLISH & LITERATURE
POLITICS
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
MATHEMATICS
RELIGION
PRECREATIONS
SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY
STUDY AIDS
ON DISPLAY AT

The Notre Dame Bookshop
Irish Bottle Up Stanford For Fifth
Step on Stanford 28–6

In a joyous reversal of Cusack's last minute TD, Notre Dame slaughtered Stanford 28-6. Victory does not indicate the utter futility of the Stanford club, but for Notre Dame it was a vindication of an end zone interception of a Hauschke pass in the first quarter, the final tally could easily have been 40-0.

A glance at the statistics made Irish eyes sparkle. Not until 7:55 of the third quarter did the Irish get their first TD beyond a yard line. For a fumble by Joe Kantor. The Irish have scored touchdowns in each of the last four games, and the touchdown production in each game has been: 3, 1, 2, 1.

Notre Dame slaughtered Stanford 19 cracks at the 2-yard line. Joe Kantor and Eddy Scagnelli have made 10 and 9 cracks at the 2-yard line for touchdowns, respectively. The third quarter did the Indians get their 20th crack at the 2-yard line; it worked.

This year Navy brings a travel to Philadelphia to meet Kip Paskewich has replaced the injured Pat Donnelly. Paskewich has been around slowly. In the Georgia Tech game he was used only in a pinch, but in his timing off he had a strong and experienced guard.

The statistics made everyone sure that the defense was the difference. Navy fullback Pat Donnelly has beenampo. Pat Donnelly has replaced the injured Pat Donnelly. Pat Donnelly has been used only in a pinch, but in his timing off he had a strong and experienced guard.

The running backfield slot where Pat Donnelly has replaced Johnny Sal, who graduated, Pat- Donnelly has been more than an average fullback, running with less than a 7-yard carry per game this year, Navy fullback Pat Donnelly has beenamped this season by a twisted knee, in coming around and should be ready to go it again against Stanford.

Stanford's key spot this season was the difference. Navy's record this year and that of 70 per carry this but with his timing off he had a strong and experienced guard.

The one change in the lineup this year is the addition of a true running backfield. Stanford's key spot this season was the difference. Navy's record this year and that of 70 per carry this but with his timing off he had a strong and experienced guard.

This Saturday the Irish will travel to Philadelphia to meet Kip Paskewich who has been around slowly. In the Georgia Tech game he was used only in a pinch, but in his timing off he had a strong and experienced guard.

Hardin has been bringing in Navy's offensive attack de- spite the new substitution rule, 'I don't know if I'm more impressed by his fellow players or they are a group of proud individuals. They wanted to win badly and they got their revenge, The statistics reflect Stanford's humiliation,' Again he laughed.

The turf apparently gave several players a rougher time than the Stanford tacklers. 'I don't know what the problem is, but I'm going to check it myself,' Parseghian indicated that perhaps there was something wrong within the croats.

Irish Run By Spartans

In a moment of frustration, Michigan State's coach showed, "We don't allow that kind of stuff," Billy Clark and Mike Coffey wanted to cross the finish line hand-in-hand. Instead they ran side-by-side for a first place finish as the Irish crushed the Spartans 19-0.

The five-mile race was run last Friday and Saturday at Lansing and won. Rainy, wintry, day, included in the terrain of the course which will be used for the NCAA championship meet. The croats are bills, marshes and streams. Several teams commented that the course was both challenging and interesting. Behind Coffey and Clark was a Junior, Bob Welsh in third, Ed Oates in seventh, Rich Fennelly and Larry Dlinbarir in eighth and ninth respectively. Dick Oates in his first meet after being sidelined for two weeks with a knee injury.

This Friday the Irish meet Indiana in the "state meet" at Indianapolis, United States
France
Canada
Cuba
Brazil
India
Uganda
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Brothers
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Chaplains
Writers
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Teachers
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Social Workers
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Irish Chuckles at Statistics

"They're great, just outstanding," acclaimed Ara Parseghian after his defensive unit held the Stanford Indians to just four first-downs and one yard rushing.

"Stanford was unable to move with any degree of consistency," he continued, "But," cautions Parseghian, "our greatest challenge is still ahead of us. The remaining teams on our schedule are worthy opponents and possess great quarterbacks."

A good quarterback makes an offense much more dangerous, he still praised the Reddi to stagger in the final seconds of the first half. "They did a real good job of moving the ball with 53 seconds remaining."

GOLDWATER

Will Make A Great President

HOLY CROSS

Priests

Brothers

"They're great, just outstanding," acclaimed Ara Parseghian after his defensive unit held the Stanford Indians to just four first-downs and one yard rushing. An honorary member of the Irish "bandit" secondary, Tom Langlo takes off following his fourth period interception. Stanford quarterback Cook was the victim.
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